



































































































Motivation

Modelling of Transverse momentum distributions in Z W production
relevant for extras of SM parameters such as

PDFs
Ls
Mw
Tuneofeventgenerators

PDFI
MedellinofMp 2307056231

in The intermediate x region to to
2

1705.00343
complementary reductionoh singlet

a
portion of Sudanpeak sensitive to as

CPI nCed MeMz 0508068

exploited to bound as CNNPDFfittedalongside otherdata t
PDFs

or direct extraction ATLAS

MTModelling
of pitPtdurabution canal as fullevent reconstruction not

accessible for Mw measurement of Mr performed looking of
observables in the transverse plane

Sensitivity To Mw related to presence of Jacobinpeak
in pi Mt distribution

off n 4,11 Ligi 1 II divergence or

J KIRI
Presence of Toohien peakat Pt ME Variationsof Mw shift positionof
The peak






































































































LO If QCDQERradiation

M

Endpoint
atmy

X
ME It f mus Pi

underlying mechanism governing

sensitivity of dfdp oh Mu

remain after effectof
allorder radiation

measurementNatyz

Construction of Templar Ptmw Mtmw using
Theoretical

Tool

fimbtites between Z W production used A Tune Theoretical1601

Templer vs dote determine best the fer ma pitydependence on
Wpimdeley

Effects on Transverse observables Thank To indusia of
recoil in analytical resummatioc codes

boost

effective smearing of

pit My distributions



Theoreticalproductions for Pt pot ratio

Crom section at low qt plagued by thepresence of large logarithms leg
All order resummatb needed to rescueperturbation theory

Singular cross section factorizes in bspace

dog Titlefax dx Idb
3 bat Sc b Q

a dt di 8 1 2,2 4

H a al Cce la a E Cee 22,2s El
2 RExFe ta by ta ti 4

Sc Sudakor formfactor no emission probability

se n expfLg dsl t 82 dsl r f gCa L t

Cab Hats
perturbative

function

NN

All ingredients for NLL resummation nowavailable

Some ingredients forNULL also available

Many formalisms nowadays available at high logarithmicaccuracy NLL orN'LLapp

Perturbative Judakov form factor often supplemented by e non perturbative

gonna form factor

Snp exp gb

usually fitted to experimentaldata



NLL t NNLO OCD predictions offer excellent description of

Zp spectra 220301565 down to valuesof 1 2GeV

where inclusion of NP correction become relevant
Induna ofND

corrections fitted it data further improve agreement
withdat 2207.02056

qq.i.fm imhtnon in utc.mn named

difficulty in company parton levelmulatto result
MR exp data

accurate modelling of detectorn'mulsiva
needed

Predictions Typically includedvidreweighting

É
Thz modelling crucial
To perform satisfactorily

reweighing step
NB differentstrategy is Lltcbanalysis no AN calved but BYTurbo Tunedas

Z data

Theorypredictions for Tyra ratio

Madly high level of comelatorassumed between theTwoprocesses

n D QCD correction largely independent

on the chargeof Ew boron

main differences drivenby initial sat

flavour PPFdependence

t MutMz



Results diseased in ATLAS 2017 paper seemto disfavour predictions
computed in pacD

A TerRa
theuse of formally mom

Hittigigg
men

accurate codes as it
leads to musnedellingof
Transverse obs relevantin

s to y e
mu extraction

PT Treatmentof heavyflavour

2019results by Radish reduce The discrepancy NLL vs Phythia8AZ

Comparison with Pythia8 At Tune suggests that enemy full conelatia

may be Too strong an assumption
Decorrelation of factorization

scale

he
reduces small tensions still present even with

higher order

computations

Recentresults by MCFM show goodagreementfor WJWratioagainst

low pileup results at J 06 Ter

Several odes MCFF Radisht NNGJET SETUP DTURN I

offer now The possibility of comparing N'LL resultsagainstdata

MC Tunes

Paramount tounderstandpattern of correlation andunderstandingwhether
The discrepancies remain

Caveats

QED effects modellingof QED FSR essential for a comparison

of QCD prediction againstdata

QED FSR istarge shift induced in Mw extraction frompi Mt
01350Mev



To what extent DED FSR is fullyunderstood subtracted

using Pythia Photos Herwig etc Could differences between

Tufte be related To portal mothodel of QED
FSR

which affects WH products differently 4Vs 3 radiators

Con Pythia Tonig re absorb These genuine effects

Should we worry about impact oh man if Pete of
the ore

code ore not capable of describing data withsufficient

precision

Inclusion of DED effects in analytics resumustion codesmay
help To shed light on these issues

exp Reep exp Race xexp Raen

for onshell Zproduces

more complicated cincture 3 4 redactors when inducing FSReffects

EPEE
day Jd's

I
sca.si E.dETHACrculfCtziItCE

b

Formalism akin to The resumnana of TEpor

all ingredients available for full NLL zesumnada

r some ingredients forNNLL cesnamatiog
including Old dew Terms



Recentyear how seen improvement in The description of processes
with NNW PI occurs MINNG GENEVA and optimal

descriptionof Pt observables albeitwith lover fornot logarithmic

accory

Tunes performed at the levelof Lo ME corrections

typically underpertom
whee using Notts NNbops event

generators
need to rethink approach To tuning when

my codes which includes portaltowerof

terms beyond LL accuracy


